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Step 1
Feed the ChinlockZ
through the centre
of the nose and out
of the chin of the
ZMan Hard Leg
FrogZ.

Step 2
Slide the ChinlockZ
through the FrogZ
until you reach the
moulded chin lock.

(The silver piece
moulded near the
locking bend and eye
of the ChinlockZ)

Step 3
Slide the FrogZ over
the moulded chin
lock.

Step 4
Allow the ChinlockZ to
pivot so that the chin of
the FrogZ is locked
securely into the rigging
bend between the
moulded chin lock and
the eye of the hook.

The ChinlockZ hook
point will swing around
into the rigging channel
on the underside of the
FrogZ. Thread the point
of the ChinlockZ hook
through the rigging
channel and out the top
of the FrogZ so that it
sits straight and looks
natural.

Step 5
Pull the ChinlockZ
down so that the
point and barb of
the hook are hidden
in the top rigging
slot to minimise
snagging and
fouling.

Step 6
Get out there and cast your ChinlockZ rigged ZMan FrogZ
around weed, timber and other structure.

Rigging & Fishing the TT Lures
ChinlockZ Hook & ZMan FrogZ
The TT Lures ChinlockZ has been designed for fishing
plastics un-weighted on the surface or on a dead slow sink.
It is a perfect hook option for fishing the ZMan Hard Leg
FrogZ and Pop FrogZ when chasing bass, barramundi, cod,
saratoga and a range of other species.

Built on a super-strong Mustad Ultrapoint, chemically
sharpened black nickel hook, the ChinlockZ can handle
Australia’s hardest pulling sportfish. The moulded chin lock
ensures that the plastic stays locked in place, even when
casting hard and working the plastic aggressively. This chin
lock design is especially effective when using the super-soft
and flexible, 10X Tough ZMan ElaZtech soft plastics. The
6/0 ChinlockZ is ideal for fishing the 4” FrogZ, with 8/0 being
the preferred size for 6” FrogZ.

An added benefit of the ElaZtech material is it’s built in
buoyancy. This allows you to rig the ZMan Hard Leg and
Pop FrogZ on the minimally weighted ChinlockZ Hooks and
they still float, allowing you to buzz them across the surface,
twitch them or pause them without them sinking. Instead,
they maintain a realistic horizontal position on the surface
between movements driving fish crazy. Being 10X Tough
ZMan FrogZ also withstand brutal surface strikes, while
other brands tear around the head area, making re-rigging
virtually impossible.

Technique
Target weed beds, snag piles and other structure that is
difficult to target with other lures.

Hard Leg FrogZ
The HL FrogZ have a lively paddle footed action that when
retrieved at a reasonable speed creates a bubbling on the
surface attracting fish and triggering strikes. Buzzing the
FrogZ in weed pockets, snag piles and around structure can
result in heart stopping, surface busting strikes! The HL
FrogZ can also be paused right in the strike zone due to
their built in buoyancy.

Pop FrogZ
With their cup face the Pop FrogZ can be twitched or
gurgled across the surface, or popped to attract additional
attention and call fish to the lure. Their leg design creates a
more exaggerated swimming action, even at slow retrieve
speeds.

Pop FrogZ have a cup face, allowing
them to be twitched, gurgled or

popped to attract attention.


